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Left: existing housing building, Right: AIR SUIT, new south façade

Comment of the Holcim Awards 2005 jury for Asia Pacific
This project offers a persuasive and inventive solution for the revitalization of the existing urban fabric with minimal
logistical concerns. The scheme stands out particularly because of the degree of transferability to a number of different
building typologies within the chosen context. The proposal skillfully suggests how social reality in the city can be enhanced
by a careful and systematic attitude to renovation rather than only insisting on new construction. A responsible ethical
position concerning urban recycling is thereby forwarded that is beneficial on both an ecological and economic level. The
use of light materials for the building envelope increases energy efficiency while reducing operating and maintenance costs.
Such savings in turn make it possible to offer affordable housing to a broad range of society, including those who are most
vulnerable. More than merely a cosmetic alteration, this technique of renovation assures that the living quality of the city is
enhanced at the same time as the life expectancy of its buildings is increased. This solution offers a cost-effective measure
to reactivating the urban environment that is at once context sensitive and socially stimulating, proving that the reuse of
surviving urban structures need not be programmatically limited or aesthetically disappointing.

Project description by author

Relevance to target issues (by author)

This is renovation of 40 years old residential building. This
building suits up air, instead of additional heat insulation
and waterproof materials. We refer to ENGAWA veranda
of traditional Japanese house as buffer zone between inside and outside. On this way, we can control internal environment flexibly and extend lifetime of structure with
less materials and less energy.

Quantum change and transferability
This project is prototype. This 40 years old building has
many typical feature of reinforced concrete housing in
this generation. Rectangular plan, linear coordination of
housing units, grid framed reinforced concrete structure,
balconies on south side of building, corridor on north side,
no heat insulation, old and weak Mechanical ducts, oldfashioned utility etc. We tried to pick up common features
and problems in these kind of old buildings, and improved and solved these with transferable technique. We
can transfer this solution to many other buildings built in
same period in Hiroshima.

This 40 years old residential building has typical typology
of Japanese housing. There are grid frame structure, balconies on south side and corridor on north side. We consider this project as prototype of housing renovation in this
generation.
Aim of project
Reinforcement of structure: First, all reinforced concrete
except for structural elements are removed in order to reduce the weight of building. So building has enough stability with less material. Second, whole building is covered
with thin skin of glass and membrane. Skin prevents old
structure from water and heat in order to extend lifetime
of structure.
Environmental control: There are air buffer space between
existing structure and new outer skin. Buffer zone turns
to be greenhouse in winter and to be heat insulation in
summer. Like ENGAWA veranda of traditional Japanese
house, less material and air control internal environment
flexibly without physical material of heat insulation.
Disposal strategy in future: Conventional construction
fixes many different materials on one part. So, it is spent
longtime and huge cost to remove each heat insulation,
waterproof and finish materials when it is demolished. On
the other hand, in our proposal, each material exist alone
each other and it is easy to remove.
Design of local community: Instead of heavy and thick
wall, building dresses transparent and translucent thin
skin. Its remind us traditional Japanese façade made of
paper and wood lattice. Flexible communication between
inside and outside will improve relation between residents and local society.

Ethical standards and social equity
Recently in Japan, a lot of buildings are demolished before
structural life-limit because of inconvenient equipment
and old-fashioned plan and design. This project shows
possibility of changing old building to comfort and convenient residential space with less materials and costs.
Ecological quality and energy conservation
This renovation reduce huge amount of waste as compared to new building construction. Weight reduction of
buildings and protection of structure from water and heat
make building lifetime longer. Air buffer spaces improve
energy efficiency in residential units without heat insulation materials. It helps to reduce construction materials.
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Economic performance and compatibility
We expect this renovation cost 60 % of new building
construction. Client will be able to supply good quality
and reasonable residential spaces to local community
with low financial risk.
Contextual response and aesthetic impact
Recently, requirement of perimeter specification become
increasingly higher because of demand of interior comfort and less energy. So, thick walls of mixture of many
different materials and small windows are consisting
many housing buildings in Japan. We propose doubleglazed thin skin on the façade of building. Its transparent
and translucent materials remind us traditional Japanese
façade made of paper and wood lattice. Flexible communication between inside and outside will improve relation
between residents and local society.
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Background
Since destroy of atomic bomb, Hiroshima city has been reconstructed with reinforced concrete structures. Now, we
have many old and inconvenience buildings and then we
will have more in future. Traditionally it was easy to reuse and recycle of Japanese architecture because of wood
construction. Now, we are facing problem of these massive, heavy and tough materials first time in our history.
We have to find the way to handle these first generation
reinforced concrete buildings in Hiroshima.

Details of south and north façade

